Reviews & Accolades
LISMORE PINOT GRIS 2017
DECANTER MAGAZINE
September 2018
95 Points
Melanie Brown: Bright, upfront, crunchy Braeburn apple notes are supported by beautiful complexity, with creamy
nuances. Beautiful structure and poise here: balanced, seductive and beautifully textural.
Rebecca Gibb MW: Fresh, round, satisfying and eminently drinkable, this is a fruity and fresh Pinot Gris, with
excellent texture and concentration that’s beyond the average.
Roger Jones: Focussed, linear, savoury vegetation – but shows control on the palate, which is delicate with perfect
fruit and still holds some evolving acidity. A fabulous wine with amazing purity and class.

CAMERONDOUGLASMS.BLOGSPOT.CO.NZ
Cameron Douglas MS, February 2018
95 Points
Fragrant and complex bouquet filled with aromas of flowers and ripe fruit with a currant of minerality. Dried pear
and apple, a hint of tropical fruit, white spice and light savoury lees layer adding complexity. Supple and silky texture
on the palate with a warmth and spiced white flesh fruits; balanced, weighty, decent acidity and finishing dry. An
excellent example.

RAYMONDCHANWINEREVIEWS.CO.NZ
Raymond Chan, October 2017
4 Stars & 18.0+ / 20 Points
Very pale straw colour. The nose is elegant but intense with finely concentrated aromas of pears and stonefruits with
floral lift and hints of honeysuckle. Dry to taste, the palate is tightly bound and crisp. The fruit expression is more
slender than a riper vintage, but this still has fruit intensity of stonefruits and pears. The mouthfeel is near-racy, but
flows seamlessly to a cool, clear finish.. From vines up to 22 y.o., fruit hand-picked and WBP, fermented partially by
indigenous yeasts in tank and 500 L puncheons to 13.5% alc. and 4 g/L RS, the wine aged on lees.

JAMESSUCKLING.COM
Nick Stock, November 2017
90 Points
An impressive sense of concentration, poise and polish to this pinot gris. An array of citrus and apple-pear fruit
aromas and flavors. Finishes sweet-ish and smooth.

